
Enterprise, marketing and creative teams have to keep pace with the rapidly changing priorities 
and demands often placed on them. They are tasked with not only finding new and innovative 
ways to work in a world that is in a profound flux of constant change, but more importantly, find 
ways to meet the rapidly evolving behaviors of consumers and stakeholders.

 

Workfront helps your company reap the benefits of an Agile structure by allowing your teams to 
quickly understand the market conditions earlier in a campaign or initiative. This helps balance 
the timing of the reactive response with the prioritization of the change in direction. 

An Agile team structure empowers self-managed and adaptable responses to market 
conditions, without sacrificing visibility and transparency into the team’s performance and 
workload. Additionally, project managers are able to gain team-wide visibility and transparency 
into the performance of their team as they are able to see the progress of the stories moving 
through each iteration.

Adopting Agile: How Workfront 
Helps Teams Transition At 
Their Own Pace

Source: 1 Sixth Annual CMO’s Agenda The Agile Advantage: The Methodology
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Adopting Agile helped 
them to improve speed to 
market (ideas, products or 
campaigns)1

Adopting Agile 
made their 
teams more 
productive

Adopting Agile 
helped them switch 
gears more quickly 
and effectively93+7+D93%

Agile is quickly becoming the work structure that many enterprise, marketing and 
creative teams have adopted to help them address the constant surge of change 
that surrounds their work.
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Balancing Agile and traditional work management

Workfront is the only solution on the market today that provides the option to toggle between an Agile and 
traditional view of projects and tasks. This innovative and ingenious approach to work management provides 
complete real-time visibility for project managers, who in the past have only been able to rely on traditional Gantt 
views of projects. By leveraging the ability to easily toggle between both options, Workfront provides a way for 
project and account managers to see the velocity to which the team is performing while also being able to view the 
project task list breakdown in a way that is most commonly consumed by clients, stakeholders, and executives.

With access to Agile views that feature epics, storyboards, swim lanes, and burndown charts, project managers 
are better equipped to understand a team’s capacity and bandwidth. Projects managers are better able to 
estimate project completion dates and timeframes while driving the team to more frequent short-term wins while 
still producing a more precise long-term project deliverable.  Additionally, with this level of flexibility, your teams 
can set their own pace of adoption without requiring you to commit to the large overhead costs that are typically 
associated with adopting Agile project management.

Agile Project View

Project View
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Backlog

Self-managed Agile teams are able to administer 
their backlog list of deliverables, requests and 
work tasks. The backlog of tasks can be easily 
prioritized and adjusted based on the team’s 
ability to balance bandwidth capacity alongside 
company-wide strategic goals. The backlog of 
tasks and requests allows the team to easily 
change course of campaigns and initiatives 
to address feedback to changing market or 
campaign conditions, making them more 
responsive to the needs of their stakeholders 
so the resulting deliverables meet the intended 
business requirements.

Backlog

Burndown charts

Project and team burndown charts visually 
depict how well the team is performing based 
on projected metrics. These metrics not only 
provide resource utilization visibility to project 
managers, executives and account managers 
but they also help with planning efforts and 
justification for additional resources.

Burndown charts provide a quick view reference 
to the numbers of story tasks included in a 
given iteration, hours completed of projected 
total hours within an iteration, velocity of hours 
completed based on task or story finished within 
the iteration and estimated completion dates 
calculated on the number of tasks and capacity 
of the team. The burndown chart also includes a 
real-time calculation of the percentage of work 
complete within the sprint.

Sprint Storyboard
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Devour Your Team's Work Chaos With Workfront

Meet the King of Work Management. With real-time work planning,  
tracking, collaboration, and reporting, Workfront enables enterprise teams to:

• Drive greater productivity by automating repetitive manual tasks 

• Increase communication and transparency through social-style updates  
and dashboards 

• Reduce project failure with real-time views into project progress and  
resource workloads 

• Provide data-driven insights for constant improvement 
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Sprint/iteration

Project managers are better able to follow their 
projects’ progress and updates as projects are 
assigned, worked on and completed within shorter 
iterations where resources are more focused on a set 
of prioritized work tasks associated to projects. Team 
members can go into a sprint knowing exactly what 
tasks they have been assigned and can dedicate their 
complete focus on completing those tasks, without 
questioning if distracting requests are of higher 
priority than their sprint task list. As all iterations are 
pre-defined per your company’s business case, your 
project team is able to better predict project delivery 
times and scopes due to Agile requirements of having 
defined deliverables at the end of every iteration. 
This allows your team to set internal and external 
expectations of sprint deliverables as they relate to 
requested work projects based on intelligent logic 
built into our project and team burndown charts that 
show how well the team is performing based on Agile 
performance metrics—which allows for the team to 
adjust their output over the course of the sprint.

Project sprint

Planning sprint
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